
Scot Paws COVID-19 FAQ’s                              18th May 2020 

 

What is COVID-19? 

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-

CoV-2).  So far it has infected at least 4.79 million people worldwide and caused at least 316k deaths.   

 

What does the lockdown in Scotland mean to Scot Paws? 

We fully respect and support the Scottish Governments decision to ‘lock down’.   

In the initial days of the lockdown which started on 23rd March we worked with various MP’s, MSP’s 

and the Scottish Governments Animal Health & Welfare Team as well as taking advice from Police 

Scotland.  It was explained that we could help key workers and vulnerable people with solo dog 

walks, however any other travel (group walks) was deemed as non-essential.   

We chose to honour this requirement and immediately suspended all walks unless you were a key 

worker/vulnerable person and had no other way of exercising your dog. 

 

What is electrolysed water? 

The supplier we chose is based in Dundee and is called Dew Products, full information can be found 

on their website (www.dewproducts.co.uk).  In short, electrolysed water is a natural, pet friendly 

form of bleach. 

 

Is electrolysed water safe to use on my dog? 

Yes, completely.  In fact, it is so safe you could even drink it with no ill effects (although it does not 

taste particularly good!!). 

 

I thought dogs could not carry COVID-19? 

Many aspects of COVID-19 are still unknown to us.  The latest research believes that even if infected, 

then dogs cannot transmit the virus to humans.  However, it is still considered possible that they can 

carry the virus from humans on their fur, collar, leads, etc.  Therefore, we are being careful around 

using our own equipment and spraying your dog down before returning it home. 

 

What if I catch COVID-19 or begin to display symptoms? 

Please tell us immediately, if you are struggling to ensure that your pet is being exercised, it is 

possible that we can still solo walk your dog at the end of our working day.  We have a strict set of 

protocols and routines which we can explain should this occur. 

 

http://www.dewproducts.co.uk/


 

Have you been tested for COVID-19? 

Neither of us have displayed any symptoms and therefore have not been tested.  The test does not 

show if you have been exposed to COVID-19 in the past, however as soon as a reliable anti-body test 

is made available, we will both gladly participate. 

 

When will you be able to resume group walks? 

The simple answer is, we do not know.  Once the restrictions on non-essential travel are lifted, we 

will decide based on Scottish Government and local Council advice 

 

What if a ‘second wave’ hits and we must lock down again? 

We will always follow the advice of the Scottish Government and our local Councils, if restrictions 

are imposed again on non-essential travel then we will do what is right to prevent more deaths. 

 

Will you be taking on new customers? 

We are currently full, and our turnover rate is extremely low.  If we do take on any new customers in 

the future, then we will probably have to plan the initial meet and greet outside rather than in the 

owners’ home.   

 

 


